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ABSTRACT In this paper, the first data trading certification blockchain solution based on consortium
blockchain and smart contracts is proposed to solve the certification data security problem in data trading,
so as to realize the auditability, accountability and integrity of data trading. By the proof-of-authority
algorithm, a cheap-and-quick consortium blockchain is built. By the consortium blockchain, smart contracts
can be deployed safely and conveniently. By the Solidity language, a concise-and-effective certification
data smart contract and data trading smart contract are constructed to ensure the certification data security.
By deploying the certification data smart contract and the data trading smart contract on the consortium
blockchain, the security, transparency and supervisability of certification data is carried out. By utilizing
the consortium blockchain and smart contracts, the data trading certification model is established to ensure
the certification data security in data trading. By the experiments, the consortium blockchain is successfully
established, and the certification data smart contract and the data trading smart contract are successfully
deployed, so that the certification data security is effectively guaranteed. Finally, by the Github, the source
code of the certification data smart contract and the data trading smart contract is uploaded.

INDEX TERMS Certification data security, consortium blockchain, data trading certification, Ethereum,
smart contract.

I. INTRODUCTION
As big data is widely used by enterprises, individuals or
governments, their demand for data resources is growing
rapidly. The security of data trading has become one of the
bottlenecks restricting the circulation of data resources. This
bottleneck has led to a contradiction between supply and
demand in data trading [1]. The emergence of the data trading
market partially alleviated this contradiction. To meet the
increasing demand for data resources, the data trading market
provides space for the interconnection among DSs (DS: data
supplier), DPs (DP: data purchaser) and DTCs (DTC: data
trading center).

In data trading, data trading certification not only enables
data resources to be traded on demand, but also ensures
the auditability, accountability and integrity of data trading.
When disputes occur in data trading, the certification data
can not only present complete trading details, but also serve
as the basis for arbitration of trading disputes. Therefore,
the certification data security is not only very important, but
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also a key feature of data trading security. However, there is
currently no special solution for data trading certification in
the data trading market.

On the other hand, blockchain-based solutions have
been applied to finance [2], medical [3], intrusion detec-
tion [4], food industry [5] and supply chain management [6].
Blockchain [7] not only has security features such as non-
tampering, non-repudiation and traceability [8], but also has
event system and tamper-proof ordered log. Furthermore,
the consortium blockchain is between the public blockchain
and the private blockchain. It is a blockchain participated
by multiple organizations or institutions. The consortium
blockchain [9] has 1) Scalability: The consortium blockchain
can be expanded in a short time, and the degree of con-
trollability is high; 2) Low risk: The consortium blockchain
belongs to the cryptography system, and its controllability
brings the low risk is more easily accepted by users; 3) Fast
transaction speed: The consortium blockchain takes a small
number of nodes with higher credibility to participate in
verification and bookkeeping, which makes the transaction
verification process shorter in time, and thus the transaction
speed is faster than the public blockchain; 4) Adaptability:
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According to the actual transaction volume and transaction
frequency, the transaction cost can be adjusted adaptively.
Moreover, smart contract [10] is a programmable computer
program. The characteristic of the smart contract is that once
deployed to the blockchain, it can only be accessed and
cannot be changed [11]. In addition, the public blockchain
is completely decentralized, but the consortium blockchain
is multi-centralized. And compared with public blockchains,
consortium blockchains are supervisable. Therefore, the use
of consortium blockchain and smart contracts can achieve a
distributed data trading certification system. The consortium
blockchain and smart contract technology can store detailed
information about the trading between DS and DP, and ensure
that the information is not tampered with. The complete trad-
ing details can be used as evidence of data trading disputes
between DS and DP, so that DTC can make the correct
decision.

The use of consortium blockchain and smart contracts in
data trading certification faces some challenges. First of all,
what kind of consensus algorithm to choose for data trading
certification. The difficulty is that the selected consensus
algorithm must have the characteristics of fast transaction
verification, small amount of calculation and low transac-
tion verification cost. Secondly, what kind of smart contract
should be selected for data trading certification. The difficulty
is that the selected smart contract must be easy to use, concise
and effective. To solve these challenges, by comparing the
characteristics of proof-of-work (PoW), proof-of-stake (PoS)
and proof-of-authority (PoA), the PoA consensus algorithm
is chosen to be used in data trading certification. In addi-
tion, Ethereum is an open blockchain platform designed to
ensure security, adaptability and flexibility. It pioneered smart
contracts. These contracts are decentralized applications that
can run in full accordance with the program, act as an
‘‘autonomous agent’’, and be deployed on the blockchain.
Therefore, the Ethereum smart contract is chosen to be used
in data trading certification.

In this paper, a blockchain solution for data trading cer-
tification is designed by utilizing smart contracts to ensure
the security of certification data. The focus of the solution
is to propose a data trading certification model (DTCM)
based on consortium blockchain and smart contracts. And the
content of data trading certification is written into the smart
contract (i.e. certification data smart contract) and deployed
on the consortium blockchain. This ensures that the certifica-
tion data will be permanently saved and cannot be tampered
with.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
(1) The DTCM is proposed. The model has entities par-

ticipating in data trading. From the perspective of the
system designer, the content and method of data trad-
ing certification are formulated.

(2) The data trading certification process is proposed. This
process avoids the functions of direct access to data
resources and matching supply and demand. These
functions are unknown to the system designer.

(3) In the process of designing the data trading smart
contract, various algorithms are designed to automat-
ically execute the payment of Ethereum cryptocur-
rency, encourage participants to act honestly and solve
disputes about data trading.

(4) The certification data smart contract is designed
and implemented, and then deployed on the
consortium blockchain to verify the theoretical
results of the DTCM. The source code for the
data trading smart contract and certification data
smart contract has been uploaded to GitHub
(https://github.com/106968687/DTC-SC).

The road map for this paper is as follows. Related work is
provided in Section 2. Data trading certification blockchain
solution is proposed in Section 3. Experimental results are
introduced in Section 4. Limitations, security features, and
performance analysis are discussed in Section 5. Finally, the
conclusion is drawn.

II. RELATED WORK
In terms of data trading security research, representative
research is mainly divided into the following three categories:

A. RAW DATA PROTECTION SOLUTION
Dai et al. [12] proposed a blockchain-based data trading
ecosystem to realize that neither the data broker nor the buyer
can access the original data of the seller, but can only obtain
the required data analysis results. Xiong et al. [1] proposed
a smart contract-based data trading model solution using
blockchain andmachine learning to solve the problem that the
data trading center has the ability to retain data during the data
trading process. He et al. [13] proposed a blockchain-based
accountability data trading platform to build a distributed,
secure and reliable data trading environment. Jung et al. [14]
proposed a uniqueness index, a new strict data uniqueness
measurement method and several accountable trading pro-
tocols, so that data brokers can blame dishonest consumers
when they detect misconduct. Kokoris-Kogias et al. [15]
proposed an auditable data management framework to decen-
tralize the sharing and lifecycle management of private data,
and enforce fairness.

B. PRIVACY PROTECTION SOLUTION
Zhao et al. [16] proposed a new blockchain-based fair
data trading protocol in the big data market to ensure the
availability of trading data, the privacy of data providers,
and the fairness between data providers and data users.
Gao et al. [17] used the concept of homomorphic cryptog-
raphy and secure network protocol design to solve the pri-
vacy protection problem of data auctions in cyber-physical
systems. Sabounchi et al. [18] used blockchain technology
and contract theory to design a blockchain-based peer-to-
peer data trading mechanism to achieve a good compromise
between privacy and data utility. Iyilade et al. [19] proposed
a user data sharing policy framework based on adaptive
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purposes to eliminate the risk of personal information privacy
leakage.

C. SAFE TRADING SOLUTION
Chen et al. [20] proposed a general data trading framework
based on blockchain for the Internet of Vehicles to ensure
safe and true data trading. Liu et al. [21] proposed a secure,
decentralized Internet of Vehicles data trading system using
blockchain technology, and designed an effective debt credit
mechanism to support effective data trading in the Internet
of Vehicles. Bajoudah et al. [22] envisioned an IoT data
stream market that allows any pair of data providers and
consumers to exchange data without any prior mutual trust.
Guan et al. [23] proposed two secure, fair and efficient data
trading schemes to solve the problems of complex transaction
process, high transaction cost and possible unfair exchange in
the existing data trading schemes. An et al. [24] proposed a
Multi-round False-name Proof Auction scheme to protect the
best data auction results from false-name bidding attacks.

To the research of data trading security, scholars havemade
many contributions to the research of raw data protection,
privacy protection and safe trading. On the basis of existing
research, it is found that there is another problem worthy of
research, namely, the security of certification data in data
trading. For this reason, the first data trading certification
blockchain solution using smart contracts is proposed to
ensure the security of certification data and the on-demand
trading of data. In addition, the solution can certificate any
type of data trading and ensure the integrity, non-repudiation
and tamper-resistance of the trading, as well as the trans-
parency and traceability of trading information. This helps
preserve the rights of participants in the trading and build trust
for any future events.

III. DATA TRADING CERTIFICATION BLOCKCHAIN
SOLUTION
Data trading is the activity of DSs, DPs and data agents
trading raw or processed digital information [25]. In this
section, the DTCMwith multiple DSs, DPs and DTCs will be
described in detail. Then, the related data trading certification
problem is formulated, and the data trading certification pro-
cess is summarized. The description of symbols in this paper
is shown in Table 1.

FIGURE 1. A data market with multiple DSs, DPs and DTCs.

Consider a data market with m DSs, n DPs, and u DTCs,
as shown in Figure 1. In the real world, DS corresponds to
a data producer, such as an organization with online user
data. DP corresponds to an organization or individual who
uses data to develop a project or conduct scientific research.
Generally, DP does not directly interact with DS. Instead,
there is an intermediary between DP and DS, so that both
parties can interact. That is, DTC corresponds to a data agent.

TABLE 1. The description of symbols.

Here, assume that DTC is a completely trusted entity and
will not violate the principle of fairness and justice under any
circumstances.

Next, a data trading certification blockchain solution based
on consortium blockchain and smart contracts is proposed,
so that the certification of on-demand trading data between
DSs and DPs is safely and reliably realized. The data trad-
ing certification based on the ‘‘model + rules’’ method is
expressed, and the certification process is outlined. Further-
more, the DTCM is a six-tuple. And the rules are described
from three aspects: trading path uniqueness, script contract
progressiveness, and transaction verification method.

A. SMART CONTRACTS
The smart contracts for data trading certification will be
introduced in this section.
Definition 1: Certification data smart contract
Certification data smart contract (CDSC) is a contract

used to store transaction details. It mainly includes trading
participants, resource number, resource purchase purpose,
price, data resource purchase agreement, etc. It is divided
into three stages: initial contract (IC), pending contract (PC)
and confirmation contract (CC). Figure 2 provides a detailed
overview of the certification data smart contract functions.
Definition 2: Data trading smart contract
Data trading smart contract (DTSC) is a contract for data

trading. It mainly includes functions such as trading participa-
tion application, deposit payment, dispute handling, payment
settlement and automatic fines. It is divided into three stages:
start of trading, dispute resolution and end of trading. Figure 3
provides a detailed overview of the data trading smart contract
functions.

B. MODEL
The model for data trading certification will be introduced in
this section.
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FIGURE 2. Certification data smart contract.
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FIGURE 3. Data trading smart contract.

Definition 3: Data trading certification model
The DTCM is a 6-tuple: DTCM = ( DS, DP, DTC, DT,

CB, f ).
This model is simple and effective.
The description of the elements in the tuple is shown in

Table 2.

The framework of data trading certification is shown in
Figure 4.

The data trading certification process is outlined below:

1) DTC creates and deploys DTSC and can perform DTSC
functions. DS and DP apply to DTC for public and
private key pairs respectively. Then, DS and DP pay
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FIGURE 3. (Continued.) Data trading smart contract.

TABLE 2. The description of the elements in the tuple.

deposits to DTSC to meet the conditions of data trading.
DS will obtain the (DSPK, DSSK) key pair. DP will
obtain (DPPK, DPSK) key pair. DSPK and DPPK are
the Ethereum addresses of DS and DP respectively.

2) DS provides data resource information to DTC. DTC
feeds back data resource demand D and price P to
DS, and binds resource number RDigit. In subsequent

trading, RDigit is locked. DS broadcasts D, while mon-
itoring the demand of DP.

3) DP selects broadcast information by matching require-
ments, and then uses the consortium chain com-
munication protocol to negotiate with DS. DS and
DP form a data resource supply path dt∈DT
through DTC.
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4) After DS and DP reach a consensus, DS writes the
complete trading certification information into IC. The
parties use the Ethereum signature function to sign the
contract. Then DS sends PC to DTC. DTC confirms CC.

5) f(DTC) is mapped to CB, that is, DTC is used as a veri-
fication and bookkeeping node. After CC is verified by
DTC, the transaction information will be broadcast on
the entire blockchain network. DTC writes transactions
into blocks and deploys CDSC on the blockchain.

The data trading certification algorithm is shown
in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Data Trading Certification
Input: DS, DP, DTC, DTSC
Output: dt, CDSC
1: dsm ∈ DS, dpn ∈ DP, dtcu ∈ DTC
2: dsm and dpn apply for a public-private key pair from dtcu
and pay deposit to DTSC
3: dtcu sends corresponding key pair to dsm, dpn
4: dtcu sends Dm, Pi,RDigitw to dsm
5: ifdsm agrees with Dm, Pi, RDigitw
6: dsm broadcasts IC (Dm, Pi, DSPKdsm, RDigitw)
7: else
8: dsm discusses with dtcu
9: back to step 6
10: end if
11: if dpn matches IC
12: dt = (dsm, dtcu, dpn, RDigitw)
13: dt locks RDigitw
14: end if
15: when disputes
16: if negotiate
17: dsm or dpn revises IC
18: else
19: dsm publishes dt, IC
20: end if
21: end when
22: dpn signs PC (D, P, DSPKdsm, DPPKdpn, RDigitw)
23: dsm signs PC (D, P, DSPKdsm, DPPKdpn, RDigitw)
24: dsm sends CC (D, P, DSPKdsm, DPPKdpn, RDigitw) to
dtcu
25: cbv← f (DTC)
26: if DTC verified CC
27: cbv writes the transaction to the block
28: cbv deploys CC on the consortium blockchain
29: cbv publishes dt, CDSC
30: end if

C. RULES
The rules for data trading certification will be introduced in
this section.

1) TRADING PATH UNIQUENESS
The blockchain system is a peer-to-peer network, and inter-
connected distributed nodes can participate in transactions

together [7]. In the DTCM, when the designated DS performs
a pre-transaction with the designated DP, the corresponding
DP, DTC and DS will form a trading path dt. The blockchain
network structure ensures that this trading path is only used
for this trading. When DP, DTC and DS select the data
resource trading, the resource number RDigit bound to each
party will be generated. When a data resource trading forms
a trading path, RDigit will also be locked. During the data
trading process, RDigit will be continuously written into
CDSC to ensure the accuracy of trading participants and
participation time by confirming the invariance of RDigit.
When the data trading certification is performed after the
trading is completed, the RDigit at the beginning and end of
the data trading must be the same, as shown in Figure 5.

2) SCRIPT CONTRACT PROGRESSIVENESS
In the DTCM, DS will generate a preliminary contract and
send it to DP. After DP receives the contract, the two parties
negotiate the trading details. After the two parties reach a
consensus, a contract to be confirmed will be produced. The
contract to be confirmed is sent to DTC for confirmation
to generate the final contract. The state of CDSC describes
the specific data trading certification process in a progressive
manner.

(1) IC (Dm, Pi, DSPKdsm, RDigitw) is the initial CDSC.
It is generated by DS and waits for the corresponding
DP to receive it.

(2) PC (D, P, DSPKdsm, DPPKdpn, RDigitw) is the CDSC
to be confirmed. It is generated after DS and DP nego-
tiate the trading details. The contract contains digital
signatures of DS and DP, waiting to be confirmed by
DTC.

(3) CC (D, P, DSPKdsm, DPPKdpn, RDigitw) is the con-
firmed CDSC. This is a contract for DTC to confirm
the certification data of data trading. It contains digital
signatures of trading participants. CDSC is deployed
on the consortium blockchain by DTC.

3) TRANSACTION VERIFICATION METHOD
The PoW algorithm is reliable and secure, but it does not have
real scalability. The PoW-based blockchains have limited
performance in terms of transaction processing per second.
This limitation is related to the fact that transaction processing
relies on a distributed network of nodes. This requires nodes
to reach a consensus and agree on the current state of the
blockchain. This means that before a new block containing a
transaction is confirmed, it needs to be verified and approved
by most nodes in the network. Regarding transaction process-
ing per second, blockchains based on PoS generally perform
better than blockchains based on PoW. However, this differ-
ence is not obvious, and the PoS network does not really solve
the scalability problem.

In this case, the PoA algorithm is feasible as a more effec-
tive alternative to achieve scalability because it can execute
more transactions per second. The PoA is a reputation-based
consensus algorithm that introduces a practical-and-effective
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FIGURE 4. The framework of data trading certification.

FIGURE 5. The framework of data trading path uniqueness.

consensus mechanism solution for the blockchain network.
The characteristic of the PoA algorithm is that the block val-
idator does not rely on the mortgaged cryptocurrency, but on
the personal credibility. Therefore, the PoA-based blockchain
is protected by an arbitrarily selected verification node that is
a trusted entity.

The PoA model relies on a limited number of block val-
idators, which makes it a highly scalable system. Blocks
and transactions are verified by pre-approved participants
who act as system managers. DTC meets the requirements
to become a PoA-based blockchain verification node and
will be pre-approved as a verification and bookkeeping node.
PoA networks can achieve high throughput and scalability.
As an emerging blockchain consensus mechanism solution,
it is very suitable for consortium blockchain applications.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The tool used to implement and test the solution is based
on the consortium blockchain of the Parity-Ethereum wal-
let [26], while DTSC and CDSC are written based on the
Solidity [27] language.

A. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The advantages of the consortium blockchain are: (1) The
number of custom nodes; (2) The number of mining nodes

can be set as required; (3) The transaction process does not
require gas. The advantages of smart contracts are: (1) The
contract content is open and transparent; (2) The content of
the contract cannot be tampered with; (3) The contract can
run permanently.

To reduce the time for waiting for blocks during the test,
and to solve the situation that the internal network or external
network of the organization cannot synchronize the blocks,
a blockchain based on the PoA consensus algorithm is estab-
lished.

The characteristics of building a consortium blockchain
based on PoA (PoA Chain) are:
(1) The PoA relies on the preset Authority nodes to gen-

erate blocks;
(2) The number of Authority nodes can be set as required;
(3) The block generation time can be specified, for exam-

ple, the block is generated 5 seconds after the transac-
tion is received;

(4) The general Ethereum node can also be connected
to the PoA Chain, and normally initiate transactions,
contracts, etc.

The DTSC and the CDSC will be deployed on the PoA
Chain.

DS applies to DTC to join the consortium blockchain and
obtains public and private key pairs from DTC. DS pays
a deposit to DTSC to be eligible to sell data resources.
DS provides DTC with data resource information to be sold,
and DTC feeds back resource demand, resource price, and
resource number to DS. DS broadcasts resource require-
ments to the entire network and simultaneously monitors DP
requirements.
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DP applies to DTC to join the consortium blockchain and
obtains public and private key pairs from DTC. DP pays a
deposit to DTSC to qualify for the purchase of data resources.
DP chooses DS according to its own needs, and negotiates
trading details with DS through the consortium blockchain.
DP, DTC, and DS form the data resource supply path.

After DS and DP reach a consensus through negotiation,
the complete trading certification content is written into
CDSC. CDSC is verified and deployed to the consortium
blockchain by DTC. At the same time, DTC is also a book-
keeping node for verifying this transaction. If the transaction
betweenDP andDS is not disputed, the payment settlement of
the transaction is completed, and DTC writes the transaction
into the consortium blockchain. If the transaction between
DP and DS is disputed, that is, the data resource provided by
DS do not meet the DP requirements, DTC will arbitrate the
dispute. According to the arbitration result, DTC will forfeit
the deposit to punish DS or DP. In addition, if DS and DP are
to exit the trading before the trading begins, the deposit can
be refunded. The complete code of DTSC and CDSC can be
used for all detailed information.

Figure 6 shows a sequence diagram of function calls and
events that occur in three different situations. The sequence
diagram shows the complete sequence of events, starting from
the application of public and private key pairs to the end
of payment settlement. Case 1 in Figure 6 indicates that
the trading is successful and the data trading certification
is successful. On the other hand, in the other two cases,
DP points out that the data resources provided by DS can
not meet the demand, but DS claims to meet the demand.
Thus, Case 2 and Case 3 in Figure 6 show DTC intervening
in dispute arbitration. In Case 2, DTC determines that the
DP is correct through CDSC, so the DP refund event occurs
while the deposit of DS is forfeited. However, in Case 3,
DTC determines that the DP is wrong through CDSC, so the
payment settlement event of the trading occurs, and the DP
deposit is confiscated.

The main contents of the CDSC code are as follows.

(1) The information of trading participating entities;
(2) The purpose of purchasing data resources;
(3) The data resource number;
(4) The price of data resource trading;
(5) The agreement content of data trading;
(6) The digital signatures of the trading participating enti-

ties.

The important algorithms used in the DTSC code are as
follows.

1) REQUESTING DATA RESOURCE
Algorithm 2 shows the algorithm of DP requesting data
resource. DP first calls the RequestGetData () function in
DTSC to pay a deposit for participating in the trading. Then,
DP selects DS by matching the data resource information.

After this process, DP and DS reach a consensus through
negotiation and sign CDSC. Then, DS sends CDSC to DTC

for verification. After CDSC is verified by DTC, it will be
deployed on the blockchain.

Algorithm 2 Requesting Data Resource
Input: EOA, deposit, DTSC status, DP status
1: EOA is the set of Ethereum addresses saved in DTSC
2: Restrict access to any DP /∈ EOA
3: if msg.value = deposit then
4: if DTSC status = waiting for DP then
5: Withdraw the msg.value ether from DP.
6: Change DP status to next status.
7: Create a notification about DP.
8: end
9: else
10: Revert DTSC status and show an error.
11: end
12: end
13: else
14: Revert DTSC status and show an error.
15: end

2) SUCCESSFUL TRADING AND PAYMENT SETTLEMENT
After DP obtains the data resource from DS, DP needs
to execute the ConfirmResult () function in DTSC so
that DTC knows that DP has obtained the data resource.
Algorithm 3 shows the algorithm of the successful data
resource trading and payment settlement. When the DP is
satisfied, the DTSC will proceed with the payment and set-
tlement of the trading. Then, the trading is successfully com-
pleted and both the DS and DP deposits will be refunded.
In addition, the DTC and DS will get their share of profit
due.

3) DISPUTE RESOLUTION
If the confirmation result of DP is false, that is, the DP is not
satisfied with the obtained data resource, DTC will intervene
in dispute arbitration.Algorithm4 shows the algorithm of the
DTC resolving the dispute. The DTC will use the deployed
CDSC to arbitrate the dispute. If the arbitration result is that
the DP is right, the DPwill receive a refund. At the same time,
the deposit of DS will be forfeited. If the arbitration result
is that the DP is wrong, the deposit of DP will be forfeited.
At the same time, the payment settlement is performed. After
the trading is successfully completed, the DTC and DS will
receive corresponding profit shares.

B. TESTING AND VALIDATION
The established PoA Chain, as well as the compiled and
deployed DTSC and CDSC will be introduced in this section.
The DTSC and CDSC will be written and debugged in
Remix IDE [28]. After the Parity network is configured in
Truffle [29], the DTSC and CDSC will be compiled and
deployed.
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FIGURE 6. The sequence diagram of data trading certification.

1) THE SUCCESSFUL CONSTRUCTION OF THE CONSORTIUM
BLOCKCHAIN
a: GENESIS BLOCK
The genesis block of the PoA Chain is constructed. The con-
tent to be set in the genesis block mainly includes ‘‘name’’,
‘‘params’’, ‘‘genesis’’ and ‘‘accounts’’. In the genesis block,

the approved verification and bookkeeping nodes are preset,
that is, the address of DTC (Authority node). And the nodes
that are authorized to join the PoA Chain are preset, that is,
the address of DS (User node) and the address of DP (User
node). In the genesis block, the Authority node and User node
are preset, as shown in Figure 7.
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Algorithm 3 Successful Trading and Payment Settlement
Input: EOA, DS address, DTSC status, DP status,
DP address, DTC address
1: EOA is the set of Ethereum addresses with deposits.
2: DTC.EOA← DTC address
3: DS.EOA← DS address
4: DP.EOA← DP address
5: if msg.sender = DP.EOA then
6: Change DP status to Get Data Resource confirmed by
DS.
7: Create a notification with the result of data resource
provided by DS.
8: Wait for confirmation from DP.
9: if DP confirmation result = true then
10: foreach address ∈ EOA do
11: Refund the deposit.
12: end
13: Pay DTC.EOA and DS.EOA their share.
14: end
15: else
16: Execute the Settle Dispute.
17: Turn to Algorithm 3.
18: end
19: end
20: else
21: Revert DTSC status and show an error.
22: end

b: POA CHAIN
The PoA Chain is built based on Parity wallet. The
three preset Authority nodes correspond to three Parity
wallets respectively. When the Authority node is started,
the corresponding Parity wallet is also started. As more
Authority nodes are started, they will automatically con-
nect to communicate, so that the PoA-based consor-
tium blockchain is successfully constructed, as shown
in Figure 8.

2) THE SUCCESSFUL DEPLOYMENT OF THE SMART
CONTRACTS
a: DTSC COMPILATION AND DEPLOYMENT
After DTSC is compiled successfully, it will be deployed
on the PoA Chain by DTC. After the DTSC is suc-
cessfully deployed, it can receive the deposits from DS
and DP, conduct data trading, resolve trading disputes,
and perform the payment settlement of trading. Figure 9
shows the DTSC that has been successfully compiled and
deployed.

In the DTSC, Algorithm 2 is an algorithm used by DP
to purchase data resources. Algorithm 3 is an algorithm for
the DTSC to automatically perform payment and settlement
after the DP successfully purchases the data resources. Algo-
rithm 4 is an algorithm used by DTC to resolve data trading
disputes.

Algorithm 4 Dispute Resolution
Input: EOA, DTC address, DP address, DS address, DTSC
status, DP status
1: DTC.EOA← DTC address
2: DS.EOA← DS address
3: DP.EOA← DP address
4: EOA is a set of Ethereum addresses with deposits.
5: ifmsg.sender=DP.EOA&DP confirmation result= false
then
6: Create a notification to DTC.
7: DTC uses CDSC to arbitrate data resource.
8: res← DTC arbitration result.
9: if res = true then
10: Create a notification that DP is right.
11: Refund DP.
12: end
13: else
14: Create a notification that DP is wrong.
15: foreach address ∈ EOA do
16: Refund the deposit.
17: end
18: Pay DTC.EOA and DS.EOA their share.
19: end
20: Change DP status to Trading Completed.
21: end
22: else
23: Revert DTSC Status and show an error.
24: end

FIGURE 7. The addresses of Authority nodes and User nodes.

b: CDSC COMPILATION AND DEPLOYMENT
CDSC is deployed on the PoA Chain by DTC and will run
permanently. When a contract is written to the blockchain,
a timestamp is generated. This timestamp is used as the
date of signing the contract. The trading participating entities
can use the Ethereum signature function sign() to sign the
contract. All nodes in the blockchain network can use the
function ecrecover() to verify the digital signature. Figure 10
shows the CDSC that has been successfully compiled and
deployed.
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FIGURE 8. The PoA Chain based on Parity wallet.

FIGURE 9. The DTSC compiled and deployed.

FIGURE 10. The CDSC compiled and deployed.

The CDSC is deployed on the blockchain, which means
that the detailed data trading content has been completely
preserved and cannot be tampered with. When a dispute
occurs in data trading, trading participants can access the
CDSC to present the complete content of the trading, so that
the data trading dispute is effectively resolved. In short, the
certification data is stored on the blockchain, which not only
ensures data security, but also data access and query are very
convenient.

V. LIMITATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
The limitations, security features and performance analysis
of the solution will be discussed in this section.

A. LIMITATIONS
The limitations of the solution are summarized as follows.

(1) Trust model: DTC has obtained the data trading license
issued by the government, and thus has the qualification of

data trading platform. DTC has been endorsed by the govern-
ment, thus gaining the trust of DS and DP. The government
has established a management and punishment system to
limit and control DTC to make it completely credible.

(2) Restrictions on participating entities: The entity par-
ticipating in the data trading must be an Ethereum user, and
the entity knows how to perform the functions of the smart
contract and how to access and query the content of the
deployed smart contract.

(3) The cost of executing smart contract functions: If an
entity needs to execute the functions of a smart contract,
it needs to pay. In the real world, only through the use
of real money to buy, trading participants can get the gas
they need. This means that the trading participating enti-
ties need to consume real money to obtain gas in order
to perform the corresponding functions in the smart con-
tract, so that they can participate in data trading. Smart
contract functions can only be performed by consuming
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TABLE 3. Data storage security comparison.

gas, which slightly increases the cost of entities in data
trading.

(4) Selection of verification and bookkeeping nodes: Since
the PoA is a reputation-based consensus algorithm, its char-
acteristic is that the block validators do not rely on mort-
gaged cryptocurrencies, but on their reputation. Therefore,
the trusted entity is selected as the verification and book-
keeping node. In the process of setting up the PoA Chain,
DTC is considered as a trusted entity with high reputation,
so it is selected as a verification and bookkeeping node, that
is, a block validator. There can be multiple DTCs with high
reputation as verification and bookkeeping nodes, and they
can form a consortium blockchain network with multiple
DSs and DPs. The motivation for DTC to join and remain
honest is that, on the one hand, it can profit from data trading,
and on the other hand, it must also consider its reputation.
Once fraudulent behaviors lead to poor reputation, DTC will
inevitably disappear in the data trading market.

(5) The PoA-based certification model: Although the
PoA-based certification model has the advantages of fast
transaction verification and zero-cost transaction verification,
participating entities can only be added to the consortium
blockchain with permission, and cannot participate and with-
draw freely. In addition, as long as there is data trading, data
trading certification is required. At this time, it is necessary
to constantly create and deploy new certification data smart
contracts, which will increase the programming workload.

B. SECURITY FEATURES
The key security features of the solution are summarized
below.

(1) Auditability: Blockchain is a distributed ledger, it will
record all operations and initiators in the process of data
trading, and has the characteristics of non-tampering. There-
fore, once the data trading is completed, DS cannot deny
the operation initiated by it, nor can DP deny the operation
initiated by it. Through digital signatures, denials or illegal
behaviors can be audited, analyzed, tracked and traced.

(2) Accountability: The PoA-based consortium blockchain
is supervisable, which means that the entities involved in the
trading can also be supervisable. Therefore, when a dispute
occurs in data trading, DS cannot deny his/her behavior, nor
can DP deny his/her behavior. For the fraudulent behavior of

the entity, accountability can be pursued by means of account
closure or fines.

(3) Integrity: DTSC and CDSC have been deployed on the
blockchain. The feature of smart contracts is that they cannot
be changed once deployed. The feature of the blockchain
is that all information exchanged between nodes cannot be
tampered with. This means that all transaction information
and certification data will not be tampered with. This not
only guarantees the security of transaction information and
certification data, but also ensures the integrity of transaction
information and certification data.

C. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The performance of the solution will be compared and ana-
lyzed from three aspects: storage security, computing load
and information transparency. Through comparative analysis,
the consortium blockchain and PoA are selected for data
trading certification, because among the existing feasible
methods, the consortium blockchain and POA are the best
choice.

1) SECURITY ANALYSIS OF CERTIFICATION DATA STORAGE
The qualitative evaluation method is used to evaluate the
data storage security of traditional database (i.e. central-
ized database), cloud storage (i.e. distributed database) and
blockchain (i.e. decentralized distributed database), as shown
in Table 3. The database which is easy to tamper with data
and easy to single point failure is defined as the database
with low security level. The database which is easy to tamper
with data but not easy to single point failure is defined as
the database with medium security level. The database whose
data can not be tampered with and is not easy to single
point failure is defined as the database with high security
level.

The consortium blockchain is used for DTCM. When the
ledger of a node on the chain is damaged, it will not cause
data loss, because the distributed ledger of other nodes can be
synchronized to the node to recover the data. All transaction
data that has been verified and written into the blockchain
cannot be tampered with or destroyed. Therefore, the trans-
action data can be traced back to the genesis block. This is
conducive to regulatory agencies to supervise the data trading
certification.
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TABLE 4. Calculation load comparison.

TABLE 5. Information transparency comparison.

2) ANALYSIS OF CALCULATION AMOUNT OF BLOCK
GENERATION
The PoA consensus mechanism is used for DTCM. It is dif-
ferent from the traditional PoW consensus mechanism. PoW
requires a large number of computational mathematical prob-
lems to obtain bookkeeping rights. It is also different from
the method that PoS requires a large amount of accumulated
equity to obtain bookkeeping rights. Transactions and blocks
based on the PoA algorithm are verified by approved accounts
(called validators). This verification process is automated
and encourages approved and trusted validators to maintain
the security and consistency of the network. Compared with
PoW and PoS, PoA can provide a faster transaction rate.
A more prominent advantage is that transaction verification
based on the PoA consensus mechanism does not require gas
consumption. This helps reduce transaction costs, as shown
in Table 4.

3) ANALYSIS OF INFORMATION TRANSPARENCY
Blockchain-based DTCM can solve the mutual trust problem
between trading participants in an insecure environment. The
blockchain uses asymmetric encryption to protect the security
of data trading. The anonymity of the blockchain effectively
prevents the disclosure of the identity information of the
entities involved in the trading. Compared with other security
technologies, the biggest advantage of blockchain is that it
can use the data trading certification method in unknown
environments.

In the DTCM, all users can trace any single transaction
that has occurred, and can query the payment status and bal-
ance of any anonymous user who generated the transaction.
Because the DTCM is based on the consortium blockchain,
the Authority node (DTC) of the verification transaction can
control the joining and exit of the User nodes (DS and DP)
participating in the trading to a certain extent. Compared with
the unregulated public blockchain, the consortium blockchain
is better regulated, as shown in Table 5.

VI. CONCLUSION
Now, a data trading certification blochchain solution based
on consortium blockchain and smart contracts has been pre-
sented. At first, the PoA Chain is constructed through the
PoA algorithm and Parity wallet. It has the features of fast
transaction verification and low transaction cost. Next, the
DTSC and CDSC are written through the Solidity language.
They have both concise and effective characteristics. Further-
more, the DTSC and CDSC are deployed on the consortium
blockchain through the React framework of Truffle. This
makes the process of compiling and deploying the DTSC
and CDSC be simple and effective. Moreover, the DTCM
is created through the PoA Chain and CDSC. Its special
advantages include the uniqueness of the data trading path,
the progressiveness of the CDSC state, and the scalability
of the transaction verification algorithm. Finally, the suc-
cessful construction of the consortium blockchain and the
successful compilation and deployment of smart contracts are
demonstrated through the experiments. At the same time, the
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comparative analysis shows that the blockchain solution still
has the advantages of lower cost, smaller calculation amount
and higher supervision.
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